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Resonant magnetic quantum tunneling through thermally activated states

Fernando Luis, Juan Bartolome´, and Julio F. Ferna´ndez*

Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Arago´n, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientı´ficas and Universidad de Zaragoza,
50009-Zaragoza, Spain

~Received 23 May 1997!

We present a theory of resonant quantum tunneling of large spins through thermally activated states. It gives
numerical results that are in good agreement with data from recent magnetic quantum tunneling experiments in
Mn acetate. We show that neither dipolar fields nor crystal-field perturbations, acting separately, can account
for the resonances observed. However, we find that these two perturbations actingjointly produce a highly
nonlinear effect that enhances tunneling rates up to their observed values. Resonant tunneling through low-
lying energy-state pairs is blocked. We show that the tunneling frequencyvT and the lifetimet0 of the
thermally populated pairs of states through which tunneling proceeds fulfilsvTt0@1. A superposition of these
two states becomes incoherent approximately in time 1/vT . Using the master equation that follows, and
spin-phonon-induced transition rates that we calculate, we obtain relaxation rates and magnetization hysteresis
curves that agree reasonably well with experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic quantum tunneling~MQT! of large spins has
aroused much interest recently. A good portion of the int
est stems from the expectation that MQT will contribute
our understanding of the role that decoherence effe
brought about by dissipation, play in the transition fro
quantum to classical physics.1,2 For some years, MQT ha
been searched for in single-domain ferromagnetic parti
with large spins that rotate as a whole and with large ani
ropy barriers between states of opposite spin orientatio3

Such large spins fluctuate fairly rapidly at high temperatu
giving rise to ‘‘superparamagnetism.’’4 Classically, the re-
laxation rateG would vanish with the temperatureT, but it
has been predicted that MQT of single-domain particles
not negligible,5 and that it can be observed experimentally
highly anisotropic magnetic materials at liquid-heliu
temperatures.6

Experiments with these systems did not lead to definit
results.7,8 Particles come in different sizes, and their ea
magnetization axes are randomly oriented. This leads
broad distribution of relaxation times that obscur
interpretation.9–11 More recently, molecular crystals that a
ideally suited for magnetic quantum tunneling experime
have been synthesized. Mn acetate is one of them. Each
ecule has eight Mn31 and four Mn41 ions, with a total spin
S510 (S is given in units of\ throughout! and a large
single-axis anisotropy that favors6S spin alignment.12 The
anisotropy axis is oriented along thec crystalline axis~let it
be thez axis!. Magnetic interactions between different mo
ecules are very weak in these crystals.12 The fact that all
molecules are identical has led to the experimental dete
nation of a unique relaxation time.13

Striking jumps in magnetization hysteresis curves of M
acetate crystals, for temperatures in the range 2 K&T
&3 K, have very recently been reported.14–16 The magneti-
zation jumps at values of an applied field along the anis
ropy axis, given byHz

0.nH1, wheren50,61,62, . . . and
570163-1829/98/57~1!/505~9!/$15.00
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H1.0.5 T. At these temperatures, thermal population of
cited states is far from negligible, sinceU/(kBS).6 K in
Mn acetate, whereU is the energy barrier between states
opposite spin orientations,kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and
(U/S)(221/S) is the lowest excitation energy. Furthermor
frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility experime
performed with a small ac field applied parallel to the
field, at temperatures in the range 4 K&T&6 K, also give
relaxation times that have sharp minima at the same fi
values,Hz

0.nH1. In addition,G is observed to decrease ov
several orders of magnitude asT decreases following
Arrhenius’ law for all values ofH.15,17

These experimental results clearly suggest~1! that unas-
sisted MQT takes place when there is resonance18 between
states of opposite spin orientation at field valuesHz

0.nH1

~for n50,61,62, . . . ), and~2! that the resonant MQT ob
served takes place through thermally activated states.Ther-
mally activated resonanttunneling of large spins had not, t
our knowledge, been foreseen.19 Incidentally, thermally acti-
vated tunneling must also play a significant role in all expe
ments in Ref. 7, wherekBT;U/S is fulfilled. ~Experimental
conditions reported in Ref. 8, on the other hand, do fu
kBT!U/S, and are, for that reason, beyond the scope of
paper. Experiments in whichkBT!U/S is satisfied have also
been performed on Mn acetate,20 and Politiet al.21 have ob-
tained the corresponding nonresonant rates for phon
assisted tunneling from the lowest-lying metastable state!

Important observations on Mn12 acetate remain unex
plained. Experiments performed atT.U/kBS ~Refs. 15,17!
show that resonant MQT takes place mostly throu
m54,24 states when no magnetic field is applied. Why n
through some more easily accesible lower energy states?
fects that are related are observed in the magnetization
teresis curves that have recently been reported.14,16No quan-
titative account has been given.22 We aim to fill this gap.

In this paper we establish how two leading spin intera
tions in Mn12 acetate, acting jointly, overcome effects th
505 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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506 57LUIS, BARTOLOMÉ, AND FERNÁNDEZ
inhibit tunneling. This is the seed of the desired explanati
Knowledge of the nature of these interactions enables u
estimate the values of the tunneling frequencyvT . It turns
out that 1/vT is much smaller than spin-phonon interactio
induced lifetimes for all tunneling channels that are n
blocked in Mn12 acetate. Tunneling through such long-live
states is shown to take place incoherently. Using the stan
master equation that is then applicable, we obtain numer
results that agree well with experiments.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the various terms that make up the spin Hamiltonian
Mn12 acetate. We discuss how dipolar magnetic fields alo
the anisotropy axis and hyperfine interactions inhibit s
tunneling through low-lying energy states. We find that on
the combined action of transverse dipolar fields and qua
spin perturbations can account for the resonant MQT effe
observed experimentally in Mn12 acetate. In Sec. III, we as
sume that spin-phonon interactions are the dominant non
tionary perturbations that lead to thermal equilibrium.
thermally excited-state pairuEl&, uEl 11& decoheres in time
given by \/DEl 11,l approximately, whereDEl 11,l5El 11
2El . We explain how incoherent superpositions of st
pairs that are not tunnel blocked~and last for timest0 that
are much longer than\/DEl in Mn acetate! give rise to the
observed resonances inG(H). More quantitatively, we show
that the density matrix is approximately diagonal, while tu
neling takes place, for systems in whicht0 is much larger
than\/DEl 11,l . The standard master equation is then ap
cable. We obtainG(H) and magnetizationm(H) hysteresis
curves numerically for various temperatures. Agreem
with experimental results14–17 is satisfactory.

II. RESONANT TUNNELING CONDITIONS

In this section, we discuss how easily MQT through lo
lying energy states becomes blocked. The criterion that m
be met for resonant tunneling to ensue enables us to esta
the role that various interactions play in resonant MQT
Mn acetate crystals. The main purpose of this section is
show that crystal-field perturbations actingjointly with spa-
tially random magnetic-field effects~that arise from hyper-
fine interactions! give highly nonlinear effects that can a
count for the observed resonant MQT in Mn acetate.

A. Hamiltonian

Consider,

H5H01H181H28 , ~1!

where

H052DSz
22gmBHz

0Sz , ~2!

D is an anisotropy constant,Hz
0 is the z component of the

applied field,Sz is a z component spin operator,g51.9,12 is
the gyromagnetic ratio,mB is the Bohr magneton, andH18
andH28 are stationary perturbations. This spin Hamiltoni
has been proposed for Mn acetate crystals.13 There are 12
Mn ions in each of the identical Mn acetate molecules t
make up the crystal. All Mn12 complexes have 8 Mn31S
52 and 4 Mn41S53/2 ions. There is experimental ev
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dence that all Mn complexes have effective spins, with
proximately constantS510 values, that are well isolate
from each other, and that there is a single axis anisotr
along thec crystal axis~that we shall refer to as thez axis!.13

We lump all terms that are diagonal inSz in H18 and put
all off-diagonal ones intoH28 . Three kinds of interactions ar
taken into account. There are dipolar magnetic fields,Hd ,
that vary ~approximately! randomly over space. Hyperfin
interactions cannot be neglected. Their effect on a Mn
etate spin is comparable to that of a magnetic field tha
several times larger thanHd .23 We show in Appendix B that,
at least forHz

0.nH1 and n even, the effect of hyperfine
interactions on resonant MQT in Mn acetate is well appro
mated by a magnetic field that varies spatially random
Accordingly, we lump hyperfine interactions together wi
dipolar fields into one single term, and shall often refer
them simply as ‘‘dipolar fields.’’ We define local fieldH by

H5H01Hd . ~3!

The third interaction follows from the fact that Mn aceta
crystallizes in a tetragonal structure.24 It has been shown tha
this gives rise to quartic spin terms.23 In short,

H1852gmBHdzSz2A4Sz
4 , ~4!

and

H2852gmBHxSx2C~S1
4 1S2

4 !. ~5!

The stationary Schro¨dinger equation, ^muHuC l&
5El^muC l& (um& is defined bySzum&5mum&) is easily
handled in the form

Em
DC l~m!1(

m8
um,m8C l~m8!5ElC l~m!, ~6!

where

Em
D5^muH01H18um&, ~7!

C l(m)5^muC l&, and

um,m85^muH28um8&. ~8!

We use indexl to number the energy eigenstates of t
full Hamiltonian in increasing order of energy. We shall ref
to eigenstates and eigenvalues ofH01H18 as unperturbed
states and energies, respectively. Since these states are e
states ofSz , we number them with the magnetic quantu
numberm.

For reasons given in Appendix A, we adopt the valu
D.0.69 K, Hdz.Hdx.0.06H1 (H1[D/gmB), C/D.5.7
31025, andA4 /D'531024 for Mn acetate.

B. Resonance conditions

The unperturbed energies of spin-up (m) and spin-
down (2m2n) states are equal if Hz5nH1, for
n50,61,62, . . . ,whenA450. More generally, maximum
resonance obtains when

Hz5nH1~11amn!, ~9!
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57 507RESONANT MAGNETIC QUANTUM TUNNELING THROUGH . . .
where amn5(A4 /D)@m21(m1n)2#. Since experimenta
resonances occur atHz

0.n0.5 T in Mn acetate, at least fo
n<4, it follows thatamn!1.

Disorder in nuclear and ionic spin orientations contribu
random dipolar fieldsHdz and Hdx to H18 andH28 , respec-
tively. Variations inH18 shifts unperturbed energies, and m

thus upset resonance conditions, Eq.~9!. Let DÊl 11,l stand
for an energy splitting at maximum resonance, that is

DÊl 11,l[Êl 112Êl , ~10!

when the two unperturbed statesm and 2m2n that corre-
spond tol 11 andl are degenerate. Increasing strength ofH28

widens all energy splittingsDÊl 11,l . Let

DEm,2m2n
D 5uEm

D2E2m2n
D u. ~11!

It follows, neglectingamn , from Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~7! that

DEm,2m2n
D .gmB~2m1n!uHz2nH1u, ~12!

which is the Zeeman energy difference between spin-upm)
and spin-down (2m2n) unperturbed energy states.

Pairs of states whose energies fulfillDEm,2m2n
D

@DÊl 11,l are localized on both sides of the energy barr
~see, for instance, Ref. 1!. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Divid-
ing this inequality byD ~recall thatD5gmBH1), and sub-
stituting Eq.~12! into it, gives

FIG. 1. Wave functions forC5AH50 and conditions that are
not quite resonant,Hz51023H1 andHx54H1. Straight lines join-
ing d ands data points are shown as guides to the eye. Zeem

energies 2Hzm and energy splitting valuesDÊl 11,l[El 112El ~cal-
culated forHz50) are given.
r

uHz2nH1uu2m1nu
H1

@
DÊl 11,l

D
. ~13!

We shall refer to all pairs of states that satisfy Eq.~13! as
‘‘nontunneling’’ or ‘‘tunnel blocked,’’ and to all other state
plainly as ‘‘tunneling’’ pairs of states.

C. The joint action of dipolar and crystal fields

Resonant MQT is observed experimentally forHz
0.nH1

for both even and odd values ofn. The dipolar field term,
gmBHdxSx , in H28 is necessary for this. Without it, no reso
nant tunneling would take place sinceC(S1

4 1S2
4 ) does not

couplem and2(m1n) spin states ifn is odd @this follows
from Schrödinger’s equation and the fact thatum,m8
}dm,m864, in Eq. ~8!, if there are no transverse fields#. How-
ever, as we argue next,gmBHdxSx is not sufficient.

Assume now thatC50 in H28 . Numerical solution of
Schrödinger’s equation@or the lowest-order degenerate pe
turbation expression, Eq.~B2! in Appendix B# gives ~for
Hdx50.06H1)DÊ14,13/D'5310212 for m54,24 (l 513,14
corresponds to unperturbed energy eigenstates with mag
quantum numbersm54,24). SinceHdz'Hdx , it follows
that the Zeeman energy on the left-hand side of Eq.~13!
would be 11 orders of magnitude larger than the right-ha
side. Resonant MQT would then be forbidden to proce
through spin statesm54,24 in Mn acetate atT;U/kBS
when no external field is applied. This is a serious contrad
tion with experimental observations.17 Equally contradictory
consequences follow for odd values ofn in Hz.nH1 @as can
be easily checked using Eq.~B2! in Appendix B#. This seri-
ous discrepancy with experimental results implies that ad
tional perturbations, such asC(S1

4 1S2
4 ), in Mn acetate must

contribute to resonant MQT.
Consider againHz50, but withH285C(S1

4 1S2
4 ) now.

Spin statesm and 2m are then degenerate. Sinceum,m8
}dm,m864 in Eq. ~8!, this degeneracy is lifted for all eve
values ofm. Numerical solutions of Schro¨dinger’s equation
givesDÊ14,13/D.0.048 forC/D.5.731025 ~given in Ap-
pendix A!. This number checks against the lowest-order
generate perturbation result,DÊ14,13/D.1.53107(C/D)2

which follows from Eq.~B4! for m54, if the given value of
C/D is used. The value~0.048! just obtained forDÊ14,13/D
is ten orders of magnitude larger than the value ofDÊ14,13/D
produced bygmBHdxSx above. This result is encouraging
but does nothing for tunneling whenHz.nH1 andn is odd
valued.

We are thus forced to considerboth terms inH28 together.
Then, in Eq.~8!,

um,m85adm,m8611bdm,m864 , ~14!

where, a5(gmBHdx/2)(^muS1um8&1^muS2um8&), and b
5C(^muS1

4 um8&1^muS2
4 um8&). Clearly, all degeneracies ar

now lifted. Numerical results forDÊl 11,l are shown versusl
in Fig. 2~a! for Hz50, with C/D55.731025 and two values
of Hdx : 1023H1 and 0.06H1. Switching on theC term inH28

clearly raisesDÊl 11,l for l 51,5,9 . . . by many orders o
magnitude in Fig. 2~a!, as remarked above. Equally impo

n
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508 57LUIS, BARTOLOMÉ, AND FERNÁNDEZ
tant, switching on theHx term in H28 raisesDÊl 11,l for l
53,7, . . . from 0 up to the vicinity of the values it takes a
other l values. Thus, effective dipolar fields in Mn aceta
enable crystal-field interactions to operate at nearly
strength where selection rules would forbid them otherw
Results forDÊl 11,l are shown versusl in Fig. 2~b!, as in Fig.
2~a!, but for Hz.H1. Note again that switching on theHx

term raisesDÊl 11,l from 0 up to reasonably high values. I
order to be able to estimate which pairs of states tunnel,
Zeeman energy term on the left-hand side of Eq.~13!, cal-
culated forHz5Hdz50.06H1, is also shown in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!. Further insight into the effect by which the join
action of both terms inH28 can raise values ofDÊl 11,l so
sharply is given in Appendix B.

Finally, a comment about the interpretation of Fig. 2~a!
follows. The Zeeman energyDE4,24

D shown in Fig. 2~a! was
calculated withHz5Hdz50.06H1. It is approximately ten
times larger than DÊ14,13. Tunneling through state
m54,24 would be blocked forall molecular spins in the

FIG. 2. ~a! Energy splitting valuesDÊl 11,l /D versus energy-
level numberl for Hz50. d ands stand forC/D.5.731025 K,
and two values ofHx : 1023H1 and 0.06H1, respectively. Data
points (3) for C5A450 and Hx50.06H1 are also shown.n
stands for the Zeeman energy blocking term 2mHdz /H1, where
Hdz50.06H1. Lines are guides to the eye. Statesl 515,16, l
517,18, and so on, are superpositions of statesm54,24, m53,
23, etc., respectively, in lowest order degenerate perturba
theory. ~b! Same as in~a!, but for Hz.H1. The value ofHx is
important here:Hx5Hdx50.06H1. Statesl 514,15, l 516,17, and
so on, become statesm53,24, m52,23, etc., respectively, when
H28→0.
ll
.

e

system if the magnetic field werehomogeneous. However,
dipolarlike fields vary randomly over space. It follows th
the Zeeman energy of roughly 1 out of 10 spins in the sys
is smaller than DÊ14,13, and can therefore tunnel throug
readily. More quantitative results are given in Sec. IV.

III. RESONANT TUNNELING THROUGH LONG LIVED
THERMALLY POPULATED STATES

The purpose of this section is to establish that reson
MQT through thermally activated states in Mn12 acetate
takes place incoherently. We show in Sec. III A that the d
sity matrix is approximately diagonal while tunneling tak
place and that the process is governed by the master e
tion. The tunneling process is described in some detai
Sec. III B.

We first check that spin energy eigenstates in Mn ace
are long lived, that is, that

DEl ,l 8@\/t0 , ~15!

wheret0 is a typical lifetime of spin-phonon-induced trans
tions, andDEl ,l 8 is the energy difference betweenany two
energy eigenstatesuEl& and uEl 8&. Since DEl 11,l is larger
than the unperturbed energygmBuHz2nH1uu2m1nu ~where
n is an integer such thatuHz2nH1u,H1), it suffices to
check that

gmBuHz2nH1uu2m1nu@\/t0 . ~16!

Substitution ofHdz for uHz2nH1u, andHdz.0.06H1.0.03
T andt0'1027 s for Mn acetate, leads~sinceu2m1nu>1)
to fulfilment of inequality~16!, by approximately three or-
ders of magnitude, and of Eq.~15! a fortiori.

Fulfilment of inequality~15! implies that homogeneou
line broadening induced by spin-phonon interactions
much smaller than the energy difference between any pa
energy levels~whether they are a tunneling pair or not!. This
is our basis for applying first-order time-dependent pertur
tion theory below, as well as for further arguments that le
subsequently to the master equation.

A. Master equation

Consider a spin that is initially in stateuEi&, and letU(t)
be the time evolution transformation for the system that
made up of the spin of interest and the heat bath. Then,
reduced density matrix at timet is given by

^El ur~ t !uEl 8&5(
r ,r 8

Pr^Er 8u^El uU~ t !uEi&uEr&

3^Er u^Ei uU†~ t !uEl 8&uEr 8&, ~17!

whereuEr& is an energy eigenstate of the heat bath, andPr is
the corresponding thermal probability. Assume the inter
tion between the spin of interest and a heat bath is weak~as
shown above to be the case for Mn acetate!, and that the hea
bath is in thermal equilibrium. It follows from first-orde
time-dependent perturbation theory25 @in the interaction rep-
resentation, in which the Hamiltonian inU(t) is just some
spin-phonon interaction in this case# that each transitionam-
plitude in Eq. ~17! ceases growing with time whent

n
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*\/DẼ, whereDẼ is the corresponding difference betwe
the initial and final energies of the spin plus heat bath s
tem. Note that the initial energies of both heat bath and s
system are the same for both probability amplitudes in
~17!, but whereas the two final energies of the spin syst
are different, the two final energies of the heat bath are
@When, for instance,DẼ50 for one of the two amplitudes in
the sum in Eq.~17!, then DẼ56(El2El 8) for the other
amplitude.# Taking this into account, it is not too difficult to
see that

^El ur~ t !uEl 8&/^El ur~ t !uEl&.0 ~18!

for t@\/uEl2El 8u. In short,^El 8ur(t)uEl& becomes approxi-
mately diagonal most of the time~since we assume that a
statesuEl& are long lived, that is, thatt0@\/uEl2El 8u, as in
Mn acetate!. Defining, Pl(t)[^El ur(t)uEl&, we may there-
fore write the desired equation,

dPl

dt
5(

l 8
~wl← l 8Pl 82wl 8← l Pl !, ~19!

where wl← l 8 follows from Fermi’s golden rule, using th
appropriate spin-phonon interaction. Hartmann-Bout
et al. ~Ref. 23! have obtained

wl 8← l5quEl2El 8u
3u^El 8uB~S!uEl&u2Al ,l 8, ~20!

where Al ,l 85nl ,l 8 and Al ,l 85(11nl ,l 8) for upward and
downward, respectively, in energy transitions,nl ,l 8 is the
number of available thermal phonons for anDEl 8,l5El 8
2El>0 transition, that is,nl ,l 851/@exp(DEl 8,l /kBT)21#, q
is defined in Ref. 23@but we determine it for Mn acetate b
fitting the Arrhenius behavior we obtain forG to the experi-
mental one,t0

21exp(2U/kBT), with t0'1027 s ~Ref. 17!#,
and B(S) is a spin operator. We use the simplest tim
reversal invariant Hermitian expressionSxSz1SzSx for it.
The value ofq obtained is approximately halfway betwee
the bounds that were obtained by Villainet al.26

Some care must be taken in the application of Eq.~19!. It
has been assumed that, as in Mn acetate, inequality~16!
holds. Care must therefore be taken that it is not inadv
ently violated when applying the master equation. This m
be prevented from happening by not allowingHz to come
within a distance\/(t0gmB) from the resonant values o
Hz . Failure to do something to this effect for low-lying en
ergy states for whichDÊl 11,l@\/t0 is not fulfilled leads to
error. Resonant tunneling would be allowed when it sho
not be. This scheme is valid as long as shifts inHz in the
laboratory by this amount are inocuous. For Mn acetatet0
;1027 s,17 therefore\/(t0gmB) is roughly three orders o
magnitude smaller thanHdz . In our calculations, we have
not allowedHz to come within 1023H1 ~that is, 1

60 of the
value we have adopted forHdz) of any of its resonance val
ues. Before we turn our attention, in Sec. IV, to quantitat
results obtained with the master equation, we briefly desc
how resonant tunneling through thermally populated sta
takes place in Mn acetate.
-
in
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B. Description of thermally activated resonant tunneling

Let us assume some temperaturenot much smaller than
U/kBS. Let Hx54H1, Hz51023H1, and C5A450 for
which some energy eigenstates are shown in Fig. 1. Sup
the system is initially in some spin-down low-lying energ
state, thel 56 state, say. Now, in first-order transitions, spi
phonon interactions givem→m61. Therefore, transitions
between wave functions on opposite sides of the anisotr
barrier in Fig. 1 are very weak for alll ,7. Spin-phonon
interactions can generate, out of statel 56, a wave function
f, with an initially ill-defined energy, that is a superpositio
of l 57 and l 58 states. Initially, ^fuSzuf&,0 and
^El 57uruEl 58&Þ0 sincer5uf&^fu then. However, it was
shown above that̂El 57ur(t)uEl 58& vanishes after a time o
about \/DE8,7. If, as we assume,t0@\/DE8,7, then the
system remains in this incoherent superposition of statel
57 and l 58, most of the timet0. A down in energy tran-
sition to a spin-up statel 55 ~and from there on down to
state l 51, subsequently! can therefore occur from eithe
statel 57 or statel 58.

A semiquantitative account follows. LetC l 57}(c right
1ec left) andC l 58}(ec right2c left), wherec left andc right are
approximately localized on the left and right side, resp
tively, of the barrier.@StatesC l are depicted in Fig.~1!#. It
follows straightforwardly that the rateg for a transition from
the spin-down stateC l 56 to the spin-up stateC l 55, through
the 7,8 pair of states, is given by

g}R5←7R7←61R5←8R8←6 , ~21!

where

Rl← l 8[u^C l uB~S!uC l 8&u
2, ~22!

since we have established that there are no interference
fects ~it follows from the master equation thatprobabilities,
not probabilityamplitudes, are to be added!. For any reason-
able operatorB(S) ~such asSxSz1SzSx) that does not shift
the value ofSz by too many units upon acting once, it fo
lows that

g;e2/~11e2!2. ~23!

The main features of the observed resonant tunneling eff
in Mn acetate follow from the fact thate51 for Hz50, but
e.0 for gmBHzm@DÊl 11,l .

Additional effects have to be taken into account in ord
to obtain tunneling rates that can be compared with exp
ment. The actual transition probabilitieswl← l 8 have to be
evaluated in order to obtain temperature dependences
proportionality constants. In addition, higher-energy pairs
states with small non-negligible thermal populations contr
ute some to spin tunneling rates. That is all, of course, ta
care of when the master equation is applied. Finally,
spin-relaxation rate obtainedG(Hz) has to be convoluted
with a distribution of random dipolar fields~that give inho-
mogeneous broadening!. All of this is done in the next sec
tion.
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS IN Mn 12

ACETATE

In this section, we report results we have obtained thro
numerical application of the master equation, Eq.~19!. These
results can be compared to data from recent observation
resonant MQT in Mn acetate crystals. In analogy with e
periment, the system is assumed to be in equilibrium at so
temperatureT, and magnetic fieldH, for t,0. At t50,
Hz→Hz11023H1, is suddenly applied along the anisotrop
axis. We study the ensuing time evolution of^Sz& t @that we
shall refer to asm(t)#. We have always found thatm(t)
relaxes to its equilibrium valuêm& exponentially, after a
brief nonexponential relaxation. We are interested in the
laxation rateG, defined by the long-time behaviordm(t)
}exp(2Gt), as a function ofHz , Hx , andT.

For reasons given above, we obtainG for values Hz
>1023H1 andHx>Hdx50.06H1. Thus, if no external field
is applied we putHz51023H1 and Hx5Hdx50.06H1. We
also take into account broadening effects produced
inhomogeneous effective longitudinal dipolar fields. To th
end, we assume a Gaussian distributionP(Hdz9 ) of dipolar
field Hdz9 , with a half width at half maximum of 0.06H1.
A broadened relaxation rate, given byGb(Hz

0)5*P(Hz8
2Hz

0)G(Hz8)dHz8 , follows. For clarity’s sake, we letGu

stand forG ~the unbroadened one!. In addition, all results
quoted below are obtained using the values ofD, A4 /D,
C/D, andt0 given in Appendix A.

Gbt0 and Gut0 versusHz /H1 are shown in Fig. 3 forT
55 K. There is reasonable agreement with experiment.15,17

Some satellites show forGut0 for n>4. For lower values of
n, resonances that correspond to tunneling through diffe
levels pile up at nearly the same values ofHz .

Magnetization m hysteresis curves follow straightfor
wardly from knowledge ofGb(Hz

0). We varyHz
0 in the range

26H1,Hz
0,6H1 in steps of 1022H1. Hz

0 is kept constant a
each value ofHz

0 , for 5.73108t0 s @t0 has been determine

FIG. 3. Data points for the spin-relaxation rate versusHz /H1

for T55 K. Full and dashed lines stand forGbt0 andGut0, respec-
tively. @Gu is defined in the text as theunbroadened relaxation rate
that is, it does not include (Gb does! the inhomogeneous broadenin
that is produced by thez component or random magnetic dipol
fields#. Experimental data points (d) are also shown for compari
son. The experimental points were taken from Refs. 15,17.
h
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experimentally to lie in the range 631028s&t0&231027 s
~Refs. 15,17!#. Our steps are about five times smaller th
the ones that were taken experimentally, but the over
sweeping rate is between 8.631025H1 /s and 3
31024H1 /s, which is to be compared with an experimen
rate of 8.331025H1 /s.16 The curves obtained, exhibited i
Fig. 4, reproduce the main features of the hysteresis cu
that are observed experimentally.

The activation energyUeff , obtained from Arrhenius’
plots in the temperature range 3&kBT/D&10, is plotted in
Fig. 5 versusHz

0 . Experimental data points are also show
for comparison. No transverse field is applied. The class
~no tunneling! activation energy barrierUcl is also shown.
The level through which resonant MQT proceeds can
found from the data exhibited in this figure. For instance,
Hz

050, Ucl /D.105 andUeff /D.89, when 16.S22m2

FIG. 4. Magnetization, in Bohr magneton units, versusHz
0/H1

for various temperatures.h, d, ands stand forT52.64, 2.10, and
1.77 K, respectively. The schedule that specifies howHz

0 varies
with time is given in the text. The continuous line stands for o
numerical results. The experimental points were taken from
paper by Thomaset al. in Ref. 16.

FIG. 5. Activation energyUeff /D ~in the temperature range
0.3<kBT/D<10) versusHz

0 . Experimental data points are als
shown for comparison. No transverse field is applied. The class
energy barrierUcl5DS21A4S42gmBHz

0S is also shown~as a con-
tinuous line!. The experimental points were taken from Ref. 17.
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1(A4 /D)(S42m4), and m.64 follows, in accordance
with experiments.17

We next predict behavior ofG as a function of an applied
transverse field, which may be compared with future exp
ments. Results forGbt0 versusD/kBT are given in Fig. 6.
The curve for no applied external field shows that, in t
temperature range shown, tunneling takes place only thro
one level~since a straight line fits the data well!. Its energy
above the ground state,Ueff /D.89, follows from the slope
of the curve.~We have chosen the valueD.0.69 K, in Ap-
pendix B, in order to obtain agreement with the experim
tally measuredUeff.61 K, after A4 /D.531025 was
adopted.! The results shown in Fig. 6 for a transverse fie
Hx55.5H1 exhibit three different regimes. The nearly ho
zontal piece is for tunneling through the ground state. As
temperature rises, tunneling shifts to upper levels. The o
two pieces forD/kBT&1.1 correspond to tunneling throug
the first and second excited states.Gb versusHz

0 is shown in
the inset for three different temperatures. It follows from
that while tunneling through both excited states is reson
it is not so for the ground state nearHz

050. Tunneling
through the ground state must therefore be nonresonan
smaller values ofHx . ~We however find resonances for oth
resonant values ofHz , that is, whenHz

0.nH1, andn>1, for
Hx55.5H1.!

The spin-relaxation rate versus transverse field, is sho
in Fig. 7 for the zeroth and first resonances, that is, forHz
.0 and Hz.H1. Resonant tunneling becomes blocked
Hz.H1 asHx→0, and consequently the two shown curv
differ significantly there. They are not significantly differe
elsewhere. The portion of theHz.H1 curve for Hx /H1
&0.06 is experimentally unobservable, because of dip
fields. WhenHx /H1*10 the ground-state tunneling pair b
comes unblocked, and unassisted tunneling can then
place, but this is beyond the scope of the present contr
tion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Summing up, we have found the mechanism that gen
ates energy splittings that are large enough to account fo

FIG. 6. Data points forGbt0 versusD/kBT. s andd stand for
Hx50.06H1 ~i.e., the dipolar field value!, and forHx55.5H1, re-
spectively.Gb versusHz

0 is shown in the inset for three differen
temperatures.
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resonant MQT through thermally populated states that
been observed experimentally in Mn acetate.14–17It is a com-
bination of large random transverse fields~that may originate
in hyperfine interactions! and crystal-field effects proposed
in Refs. 21,23. We have also explained how resonant M
through thermally excited states takes place, even tho
decoherence effects do not allow spins to oscillate betw
up and down states. We have applied a master equa
under the conditions we have established for its validity,
obtain spin-relaxation rates that follow from resonant MQ
through thermally populated states in Mn acetate. The fra
work we propose for MQT applies equally well to oth
MQT systems if, as in Mn acetate,\/t0!gmBHdS is ful-
filled.
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APPENDIX A

Here we explain how we arrive at the valuesD.0.69 K,
C/D.5.731025, and A4 /D'531024. No satellites are
seen experimentally in any of the resonances atHz

0.nH1

that are observed experimentally forn<4. We also know
that tunneling takes place throughm54,24 spin states for
Hz

050.17 We expect tunneling to take place, for other res
nant values ofHz

0 , through pairs of states whose energy li
approximately as far below the barrier top as the tunnel
states forHz

050 do. Taking this into account, making use

FIG. 7. The spin-relaxation rateGbt0 versus transverse field, in
units of H1, for the ~d! zeroth and~s! first resonances, that is, fo
Hz

050 andHz
0.H1. Resonant tunneling becomes blocked forHz

0

.H1 as Hx→0, and consequently the two shown curves diff
significantly there. The portion of theHz

0.H1 curve for Hx /H1

&0.06 is experimentally unobservable, because of dipolar field
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Eq. ~9!, leads to the bounduA4 /Du&531024.
The activation energyUeff for tunneling, for Hz

050,
through them54,24 spin states, has been experimenta
determined17 to beUeff.61 K. It follows from Eqs.~2! and
~4! that Ueff.84D19744A4.

Making use of the master equation we obtainUeff versus
1/T. In order to obtain agreement with Arrhenius plots th
follow from experiments we have to putC/D;531025.
The precise value ofC/D depends on the value ofA4. But
now we know that uA4 /Cu&10. On the other hand
A4 /C570 for cubic crystals23 ~but note that Mn acetate crys
tallizes on a tetragonal structure!. On this basis we adopt the
upper bound we have forA4, that is, we setA4 /D'5
31024. We thus haveA4 /C;10. Having fixed the value of
A4, we obtain the best fit to experimental data withC/D
55.731025. From these fits, we estimateC/D to be in the
range 231025&C/D&1024, which overlaps with the range
given for it in Ref. 23. The valueD.0.69 K follows from
Ueff.84D19744A4 and from the value ofA4 just deter-
mined. These values give 14.3 K for the energy differen
between the ground state and the first excited state. This
good agreement with the value of 14.4 K determined fro
electron paramagnetic resonance.12

APPENDIX B

Lowest-order degenerate perturbation expressions for
energy splitting of degenerate statesm andm8 follow from
Ref. 27,

DÊl 11,l52K mUH28
1

HD2Em
DH28

1

HD2Em
D . . .H28Um8L ,

~B1!

whereHD5H01H18 , and indexl numbers the perturbed
energy eigenstates in increasing order of energy, andm is the
magnetic quantum number of the unperturbed states. S
m and m8 are degenerate ifHz.nH1. Consider firstH285
2gmBHxSx . Sincem852m2n, andSx}(S11S2), it fol-
lows thatH28 must act 2m1n times in Eq.~B1!. It follows,
using ^m811uS1um8&5@(S2m8)(S1m811)#1/2, that

DÊl 11,l5 f ~m,n!F Hx

2H1SG2~m1n/2!

, ~B2!

where
e
e

ly

t

ce
in

m

the

tes

f ~m,n!5
2DS2~m1n/2!

@~2m1n21!! #2A~S1m1n!! ~S1m!!

~S2m2n!! ~S2m!!
.

~B3!

This is an extension to nonzero integer values ofn of Gara-
nin’s perturbation results.27 @Equation~B2! appears also in
recent results of Garanin and Chudnovsky.#

Another case of interest to us isH285C(S1
4 1S2

4 ). It fol-
lows from Eq.~B1! thatDÊl 11,l50 for Hz.nH1 andn odd.
We give the result only forn50. It follows then from Eq.
~B1! that

DÊl 11,l /D532S C

16D D m/2 1

~m/221!! 2

~S1m!!

~S2m!!
~B4!

for evenm, andDÊl 11,l /D50 for oddm.
A hint for why values ofDÊ are raised so sharply by th

joint action of both terms inH28 follows. ConsiderHz
.nH1 for oddn. Let, for the sake of definiteness,n51 and
m even. Then,m852m21. In all leading terms,C(S1

4

1S2
4 ) would appearm/2 times forH28 in Eq. ~B1!, and

gmBHxSx would replaceH28 once. There arem/211 such
terms, one for each position of thegmBHxSx term in Eq.
~B1!.

Finally, we discuss why approximation of hyperfine inte
actions by dipolar magnetic fields for resonant MQT of M
acetate makes sense, at least if 2m1n is a multiple of 4
~such as for tunneling throughm54,24 states that takes
place for Hz50). We split the hyperfine interaction of a
electron spinS with a nuclear spinI into partsAzSzI z and
AxSxI x1AySyI y which we group with terms inH28 andH18 ,
respectively. Statesum& andum8& in Eq. ~B1! should now be
replaced byum,$M %& and um8,$M 8%&, where$M % and$M 8%
are sets ofz-component nuclear-spin quantum numbers.
2m1n is a multiple of 4, a good approximation toDÊl 11,l is
obtained by replacingeveryH28 in Eq. ~B1! by C(S1

4 1S2
4 ).

It follows then that sets$M % and $M 8% are equal, and that
hyperfine interactions do not contribute toDÊl 11,l . They do
contribute toDEm,2m2n

D throughH18 , but, for each nuclear
spin, I z is to be replaced by ac number~since sets$M % and
$M 8% are equal! that depends on$M %. Furthermore, since
Ax'Ay'Az ,23 we replace hyperfine interactions by isotro
pically distributed magnetic dipolar fields. ForHz.nH1 and
n odd the above argument does not go through. Further c
sideration of this point is beyond the scope of this paper.
order to make progress, we nevertheless approximate hy
fine interactions by dipolar fields for allHz .
.
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